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## INTRODUCTION

Jews and Christians cannot ignore that disagreements are so deep that another would be a greater wrong than the past. For the silencing of past Stoics assumed to be the highest Christian nor a Jewish virtue. Christians, certain that they believe are not the same. Though Church to the *magnalia Dei*—the "great magnitudes"—God worked for the Israel of old, have moved in different directions in man. His image, rejoice in grace and look toward the world-to-come. Their thoughts on grace, sin, redemption, at times they are irreconcilable. Akin and apart, Jews and Christians. Even though they frequently divide, they have moved in different directions in their beliefs illuminates their disagreements. A Christian may be tempted to see a literalist who does not look beyond letter in favor of imaginative letter and spirit. Likewise, simply Hebrew Scriptures, or the Synagogue of Israel's privileges, helps only to increase the differences but prefer to wade through the miasma.